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Quarter-circle vowels

1BC51 • DUPLOYAN LETTER U
- character rotates to match entry angle of preceding consonant
- primary orientating (right and up)
- Romanian en
- → 1BC38 • duployan letter w
- → 1BC56 • duployan letter romanian u
- → 1BC55 • duployan letter long u

1BC52 • DUPLOYAN LETTER EU
- character rotates to match entry angle of preceding consonant
- secondary orientating (left and down)
- Romanian an
- in French usage, may be rendered with a dot contextually

1BC53 • DUPLOYAN LETTER XW
- Perrault uh
- not French eu

1BC54 • DUPLOYAN LETTER U N
- → 1BC1A • duployan letter n

Other vowels

1BC55 • DUPLOYAN LETTER LONG U
- this character does not rotate to match entry angle of preceding consonant
- Pernin, Perrault

1BC56 • DUPLOYAN LETTER ROMANIAN U

1BC57 • DUPLOYAN LETTER UH
- Sloan

1BC58 • DUPLOYAN LETTER SLOAN U

1BC59 • DUPLOYAN LETTER SLOAN OOH
- Sloan

Dotted-circle vowels

1BC5A • DUPLOYAN LETTER OW
- should not be used for Romanian u

1BC5B • DUPLOYAN LETTER OU
- should not be used for Perrault ow
- Chinook letter oo

Compound vowels

1BC5C • DUPLOYAN LETTER WA
- Chinook
- Chinook number hundreds
- Perrault oy
- not Romanian o+a

1BC5D • DUPLOYAN LETTER WO
- Chinook

1BC5E • DUPLOYAN LETTER WI
- Chinook

1BC5F • DUPLOYAN LETTER WEI
- Salishan

1BC60 • DUPLOYAN LETTER WOW
- Salishan

Basic nasal vowels

These nasal vowel characters position diacritically, as an orientating vowel, or as an invariant vowel.

1BC61 • DUPLOYAN LETTER NASAL U
- secondary orientating; invariant direction downwards
- French number 1
- Pernin in
- Consolidated Duployan affix int-r-

1BC62 • DUPLOYAN LETTER NASAL O
- secondary orientating; invariant direction upwards
- neutral nasal vowel for transcription of an ambiguous secondary orientating nasal vowel
- Pernin om, im
- Perrault letters an, en, in, un (with accents)
- Consolidated Duployan affix int-r-

1BC63 • DUPLOYAN LETTER NASAL I
- primary orientating; invariant direction downwards
- Pernin in
- Consolidated Duployan affix int-r-

1BC64 • DUPLOYAN LETTER NASAL A
- primary orientating; invariant direction upwards
- neutral nasal vowel for transcription of an ambiguous primary orientating nasal vowel
- Perrault vocalic n - an, en, in, un (with accents)
- Pernin on
- Romanian in
- Romanian multiplicative number prefix

Additional nasal vowels

1BC65 • DUPLOYAN LETTER PERNIN AN
- written downwards

1BC66 • DUPLOYAN LETTER PERNIN AM
- written downwards

1BC67 • DUPLOYAN LETTER SLOAN EN

1BC68 • DUPLOYAN LETTER SLOAN AN

1BC69 • DUPLOYAN LETTER SLOAN ON

1BC6A • DUPLOYAN LETTER VOCALIC M
- primary orientating vowel
- Perrault am, em, im, um (with accents)

Attached affixes

The dots in the chart glyphs for these attached affixes show the position on and relative orientation to the base glyph they are attached to, and are not visibly rendered.

1BC70 → DUPLOYAN AFFIX LEFT HORIZONTAL SECANT
- Pernin Reporters’ extra-
- → 1BC07 I duployan letter b

1BC71 → DUPLOYAN AFFIX MID HORIZONTAL SECANT
- Pernin Reporters’ inter-

1BC72 → DUPLOYAN AFFIX RIGHT HORIZONTAL SECANT
- Pernin Reporters’ contra-

1BC73 I DUPLOYAN AFFIX LOW VERTICAL SECANT
- Pernin Reporters’ sub-
- → 1BC07 I duployan letter b

1BC74 I DUPLOYAN AFFIX MID VERTICAL SECANT
- Pernin Reporters’ trans-

1BC75 I DUPLOYAN AFFIX HIGH VERTICAL SECANT
- Pernin Reporters’ super-

1BC76 → DUPLOYAN AFFIX ATTACHED SECANT
- generally crosses adjacent character at perpendicular, but has a bias towards SW/NE angle in contrast to 1BC77 ↘
- as a prefix, takes opposite relative position to following glyph
- default neutral secant affix
- French suffix -anse
- Pernin prefix pre-
- Sloan affix ax/-ext
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DUPLOYAN AFFIX ATTACHED LEFT-TO-RIGHT SECANT
- generally crosses adjacent character at perpendicular, but has a bias towards NW/SE angle in contrast to 1BC76 –
- as a suffix, takes opposite relative position to following glyph
- Pernin prefix per-

DUPLOYAN AFFIX ATTACHED TANGENT
- as a prefix, takes opposite relative position to following glyph
- French suffix -tan
- Romanian str/-str

DUPLOYAN AFFIX ATTACHED TAIL
- orientating character
- French suffix -sionnaire

DUPLOYAN AFFIX ATTACHED E HOOK
- glyph is retrograde and opens up or down, depending on preceding letter
- French suffix -te
- → 1BC47 · duployan letter e

DUPLOYAN AFFIX ATTACHED I HOOK
- glyph is retrograde and opens left or right, depending on preceding letter
- French suffix -tou
- Sloan affix ire/-ary
- → 1BC46 · duployan letter i

DUPLOYAN AFFIX ATTACHED TANGENT HOOK
- attached affix
- Romanian affix ist/-ism
- Consolidated Duployan prefix t-r-

DUPLOYAN AFFIX HIGH ACUTE
- French suffix -ment
- Romanian suffix -mant
- Pernin sub-
- Pernin Reporters’ prefix pro-
- → 02CA ̈ modifier letter acute accent

DUPLOYAN AFFIX HIGH TIGHT ACUTE
- as a suffix, placed above and to the right of the following letter
- Pernin Pro-

DUPLOYAN AFFIX HIGH GRAVE
- French suffix -ien
- Pernin prefix con-
- → 02CR ˇ modifier letter grave accent

DUPLOYAN AFFIX HIGH LONG GRAVE
- Pernin prefca-

DUPLOYAN AFFIX HIGH DOT
- French number thousands
- French suffix -eur
- Romanian affix trans/-lui
- not Romanian hundreds - use 0307 ō combining dot above and 0308 Ơ combining diaeresis
- → 02D9 ˙ dot above

DUPLOYAN AFFIX HIGH CIRCLE
- French ordinal number
- French suffix -euse
- not Romanian number grade or percent suffix
- → 00B0 ° degree sign
- → 02DA ˚ ring above

DUPLOYAN AFFIX HIGH LINE
- French suffix -iste
- Romanian affix -tor
- Pernin affix dis-
- → 02C9 ˘ modifier letter macron

DUPLOYAN AFFIX HIGH WAVE
- French suffix -ificatif
- → 02DC ˇ small tild

DUPLOYAN AFFIX HIGH VERTICAL
- also functions as attached affix vertical up with ZWJ
- about half as long as Duployan letter p
- as a prefix, has falling stroke direction
- Pernin ZWJ + -ime
- Sloan tele-
- → 1BC02 i duployan letter p

DUPLOYAN AFFIX LOW ACUTE
- French suffix -cion
- Pernin prefix ex-
- → 02CF ́ modifier letter low acute accent

DUPLOYAN AFFIX LOW TIGHT ACUTE
- as a suffix, placed under and to the right of the following letter
- Pernin suf-, sug-

DUPLOYAN AFFIX LOW GRAVE
- French suffix -ion
- French number millions
- → 02CE ̈ modifier letter low grave accent

DUPLOYAN AFFIX LOW LONG GRAVE
- • Pernin extr-

DUPLOYAN AFFIX LOW DOT
- French suffix -ié
- French iterative number
- not Romanian millions - see 0323 ̄ combining dot below and 0324 ̌ combining diaeresis below

DUPLOYAN AFFIX LOW CIRCLE
- French suffix -ière
- French percent
- → 02F3 ˚ modifier letter low ring

DUPLOYAN AFFIX LOW LINE
- French suffix -isme
- Pernin affix mis-
- → 02D7 ˘ modifier letter minus sign

DUPLOYAN AFFIX LOW WAVE
- French suffix -ification
- → 02F7 ˘ modifier letter low tild

DUPLOYAN AFFIX LOW VERTICAL
- functions as attached affix vertical down with ZWJ
- about half as long as the Duployan letter p
- as a prefix, has rising stroke direction
- Pernin ZWJ + -ine
- → 1BC02 i duployan letter p

Romanian prefix sub-

Miscellaneous sign
1BC9C • DUPLOYAN SIGN O WITH CROSS
- Chinook Likalisti
Sloan R-form selector
The Sloan R-form selector denotes an r-flavored letter. It causes the previous Duployan character to be rendered bold. The glyph shown in the code chart is arbitrary and is not visibly rendered.

1BC9D 𛲝 DUPLOYAN THICK LETTER SELECTOR

Shorthand double mark
The dots in the chart glyph for this mark show the position on and relative orientation to the base glyph the mark is attached to, and are not visibly rendered.

1BC9E 𛲞 DUPLOYAN DOUBLE MARK
- Romanian, Sloan
- should be used with m, n, j, and s for the Romanian word signs mai mult, nu nu, ceea ce, and să se
- can be doubled and tripled

Chinook punctuation
1BC9F 𛲟 DUPLOYAN PUNCTUATION CHINOOK FULL STOP